I, __________________________________________________, understand that claims WILL NOT be paid
under the following provisions of the Vehicle Service Contract I have purchased from Nationwide Auto
Warranties for my ___________________________________________________. Reading and signing this
document is my acknowledgement and understanding of MY responsibilities for keeping the proper care,
upkeep and maintenance of said vehicle/s under the recommended services under its Owner’s Manual.
1) All Manufacturers’ suggested routine maintenance stated in the vehicle owner's manual must be performed at
my own cost and record of such services will be kept and produced to NAW Claims Dept. in the event of a
breakdown to any said part. A claim made against any part that requires a specific time or mileage maintenance
by the manufacturer that is/was not performed or said receipt cannot be produced, then I understand that the
claim payment for breakdown of said part/s WILL BE DENIED - NO Exceptions.
2) Any Covered Part that breaks down due to a Non Covered Part IS NOT COVERED.
Example 1: If CV boots (non covered parts) fail and their breakdown causes the front axles (a covered part) to
require any type of repair or replacement, that claim WILL BE DENIED - NO Exceptions.
Example 2: If a radiator hose (non covered part) bursts and I drive my vehicle and overheat the engine which in
turn warps the heads or cracks the engine block or causes any other engine issue, said claim WILL
BE DENIED – NO Exceptions
3) If I enter into a Monthly Payment Plan and there is a claim that needs to be paid BEFORE all the payments
have been completed, I understand that the policy must be paid in full by paying the balance of said Payment
Plan BEFORE Nationwide Auto Warranties is responsible to pay for any said claim/s OR pay for the
authorized & pre approved claim out of my own pocket and get reimbursement when the payment plan is paid
in full
4) I understand there is a 1 Month (30 Days) AND 1,000 Mile waiting period before coverage on said Used
Vehicle/s goes into effect. I also understand that Pre-Existing conditions that cause any failures on a Used
Vehicle early into the contract originating date may be subject to an inspection performed by an outside ASE
certified mechanic prior to the approval of said claim/s. The unbiased evaluation of such party will be honored
whether in favor of repair or not. If not in favor, I can opt to get a second opinion from another outside
approved source and the cost of this second opinion will be at my own expense.

Dated: _________________________

By Contract Holder: ______________________________________________________________

Printed Name: ___________________________________________________________________

By Dealer/Repair Facility: _________________________________________________________

Printed Name: ___________________________________________________________________

